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Interest in discrete data has been ftsledby a rapid growth in the
availabilityof microeconomic data sets coupled with a growingawareness
of the importance of discrete choice models forthe analysis of uiicroeconomic
problems(see McFadden, 1976). To date, the only available statistical
modelsfor the analysis of discrete endogenous variables have beendeveloped
for the purely discrete case. The log—linear or logistic model ofGoodman
(1970)as expandedbyRaberman (1974) andNerlove and Press(1976) is one
suchmodel that has been widely used. The multivariate probit model of
Ashford and Sowden (1970), Mnemiya (1975) and Zeliner and Lee (1965) is
anotherwidely used model. This paper expands the multivariate probit
structure to accomodate continuous endogenous variables. Alternatively,
the model presented here expands the classical, simultaneousequation theory
toencompass multivariate probit models.
The models developed below rely critically on the notion that discrete
endogenous variables are generated by continuous latent variables crossing
thresholds. Such models have an honored place in the history of statistics
and were first advanced by Pearson (1900). The theory of biserial and
tetrathoric correlation is based on this idea. (See Kendall and Stuart,
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Vol.II, 1967; Lord andNovick,cbs. 16—20, 1967.) It is argued in this
paperthat this class of statistical models provides a natural framework
for generating simultaneous equation models with both discreteand continuous
random variables.
In contrast, the framework of Goodman, while convenient for formula-
tingdescriptive models for discrete data, offers a muchless natural
apparatusfor analyzing econometric structural equation models. This isso
primarilybecause the simultaneous equation model is inherently an uncondi-
tional representation of behavioral equations while themodel of Goodmanis
designed to facilitate the analysis of conditional representations, and
doesnotlend itself to the unconditional formulations required in simultaneous
equationtheory.
The structure of this paper is in four parts. in part one general
models are discussed. Dummyendogenousvariables areintroducedin two
distinctroles: (1) as proxies for unobserved latent variables and (2) as
direct shifters of behavioral equations. Five models incorporating such
dummyvariablesare discussed. Part two, also the longest section, presents
a complete analysisofthe most novel andmostgeneral of the five models
presented in part one. This is a model with both continuous anddiscrete
endogenous variables. The issues of identification and estimation are
discussed together by proving the existence of consistent estimators.
Maximum likelihood estimators and alternative estimators are discussed. In
part three, a brief discussion of a multivariate probit model with structural
shift is presented. Part four presents a comparison between the models
developed in this paper andthemodels of Goodman andNerloveandPress.3
I. A General Model for the Two EquationCase
Since few new issues arise in the multipleequation case, for
expositiona]. simplicity the bulk of the analysis inthis paper is conducted
for a two equation system. All of the modelsconsidered in this paper can
besubsumed as special. cases of the followingpair of simultaneous equations
for continuous latent random variables and
Cia)1i x1a1+d181 + +
(lb) x2a2 + diB + + 112i








.E(Ujitljtit) =0,for j, j'1,2,i #i'.
and "X21' are,respectively, lxK1and lxK2 row vectors of bounded
exogenousvariables. The Joint density of continuous random variables
U1, U2 is g(U11, U2i) which is assumed to be a bivariate normal density
inthe analysis of Sections II and III. In orderto focus attention on the
essential features of the argument, the conventionalassumptions of classical
tClearly, a second dt.immyvariable could be defined as arising from
crossing a threshold.. Note, too, that the choice of thezero threshold
isan arbitrary normalization.4
simultaneous equation theory are maintained. Inparticular, it is assumed
that equations (la) and (lb) are identified if8i
—0and both
and. y1 are observed for each of the I observations.'In this special
case, which conforms to the classical simultaneous equation model,standard
methods are available to estimate all of theparameters of the structure.
The full model of equations (la)—(lc) is sufficiently novelto
require some discussion. First, note that the model is cast in terms of
latentvariables y and which may ormaynotbe directly observed.
Evenify is never observed, theevent y1 >0is observed andits
occurrenceis recorded by setting a duryvariable, di equal to one. If
C0,the dummyvariableassumesthevalue zero. Second, note that if
>0,structural equations (la) and (lb)are shifted by an amount
and 82respectively.
To fix ideas, several plausible economic models are discussed that
may bedescribed by equation system (la)—(lc). FirSt,suppose that both
and areobserved outcomes of a marketattimei,say quantity and
price. Equation (la) is the demand curve while equation(lb) is the supply
curve.[f the price exceeds some threshold (zero inequAlity
(lc), but this can be readily amended to beany positive constant), the
government takes certain actions, that shift both the supply curve and the
demand curve, say a subsidy to consumers and a per unit subsidy toproducers.
These actions shift the demand curve and the supply curve by the amount
and 8zrespectively.
Asanother example, consider a model of the effect of laws on the
status of blacks. Let be the measured income of blacks in state i while
Tor reasons that become clearerin the analysis of Section II, identi-
fication is assumed to be secured through exclusion restrictions or through
restrictions on reduced forms for covariance parameters that are estimable.5
y*is an unmeasured variable that reflectsthe state's populationsentiment
toward blacks. If sentiment for blacks
is sufficiently favorable,(y >0),
the state may enact antidiscrimjnationlegislation and the presence ofsuch
legislation in state 1, a variable thatcan be measured, is denotedby a
dummy variable di —1.In the income equation (la), boththe presence of
a law and the population sentiment towards
blacks is assumed to affectthe
measured income of blacks. The first effectis assumed to operatediscretely
whilethe second effect is assumed tooperate in a lore continuous fashion.
An important question for theanalysis of policy is to determine whetheror
not measured effects of legislationaredueto genuine consequences of
legislation (8 ,'0)or to the spurious effect that thepresence of legisla-
tion favorable to blacks merelyproxies the presence of pro—black sentiment
thatwould leadto higher status for blacks inanyevent 0). in
Section II,methods for consistently estimating theseparate effects (nand
y1) are presented! This example is valuable because itillustratei two
conceptually distinct roles for dummy variables: (1)as indicators of
latent variables that cross thresholdsand (2) as directshifters •of behafloral
functions.These two rolesmustbe carefully distinguished in theensuing
analysis.
Themodel of equations (la)—(lc) subsumesa wide variety of
interestingeconometric models. These special cases arebriefly discussed
in turn.
Case 1. TheClassicalSimultaneousEquation Model
This model arises when and are observed, and there is no
structural shift lathe equations
(81820).
1Note that evenif sentiment were measured (i.e., were known),
least squares estimators ofequation (la) are inconsistent because of the correlationof di and y1 withU1.6
Case 2.The Classical Simultaneous Equation Model withStructural Shift
This model is the same as that of Case 1except that Etructural
shift is permitted in each equation. It will be shownbelow that certain
restrictions must be imposed on the model in order togenerate a sensible
statistical structure for this case.
Case 3. The Multivariate Probit Model
This model arises when and y, are not observed but the events
0 and 0 are observed (i.e., one knows whether or not thelatent
variables have crossed a threshold). The notation ofequations (la)—(lc) must
be altered to accommodate two dummy variables but thatmodification is obvious.
No structural shift is permitted =
82
=0).This is the model of Ashford
and Sowden (1970), Amemiya (1975) and Zeliner and Lee (1965).
Case 4. The Multivariate Probit Model with Structural Shift
This model is the same as that of Case 3except that structural shift
is permitted l' 82 '0).
Case 5. The Hybrid Model
This model arises wheny is observed and is not, but the event
0 isobserved. Nostructuralshift is permitted.
Case 6. The Hybrid Model with Structural Shift
Thismodel is the same as that of Case 5 exceptthat structural
shiftsin the equations are permitted.
The hybrid models of Cases 5 and 6 are the most novel andgeneral.
Accordingly, these cases receive the greatest attention in the ensuing analysis.
Models 2 and 4 are also new but since the analysis of these models follow7
directly from the analysis of the hybrid model they receive lessattention
in this paper. Case 4 is briefly discussed in Section III while Case 2
is never explicitly developed.
It. The Hybrid Model with Structural Shift
In this section, a model with one observed continuous randomvariable,
and one latent random variable is analyzed for the generalcase of structural
shift in the equations. The argument proceeds in the followingsteps. First,
a condition for the existence of a meaningful statistical model is derived.
Second, consistent estimators of identified parameters are presented.Third,
marfminnlikelihoodestimators are discussed. Finally, some alternative
estimators are presented and discussed.
To facilitate the discussion, equations (la) and (ib)may be written
insemi—reduced form as
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Inthe ensuing analysis it is assumedthat exogenous variables includedin
both and X21 are allocated to eitherX11 or X2, but not, both. The
absence of an asterisk ony1 denotes that this variable is observed.
is not observed. Random variables andU2are assumed to be bivariate
normalrandomvariables. Accordingly, the joint distribution
of V113 V2,





Toobtain the true reduced form equations, assume that the conditional.
probabilitythat di is unity givenX11 and X exists, and denote this
probability by P. Then the true reduced formsmay be written
(3a) iili+ X21tr12 +P1w13 + + —
(3b)1i1i21+ X2w22 +Pi2a + V21 + (di —Pi)7123
(3c)di=1 iff Yri>o
=0otherwise.
The error term in each equation consistsof the sum of continuous and discrete
randomvariables that are correlated. Theerrors have zero conditional
mean but if is a nontrivial, function of
X11, X2,, heteroscedasticity is
present in the errors.9
(i)Conditions for Existence of the Model1
The first order of business is to determine whether or not the
model of equations (la)—(lb) as represented in reduced form by equations
(3a)—(3b) makes sense. Without imposing a further restriction, it does
not. The restriction required is precisely the restriction implicitly
assumed in writing equations (3a) and (3b), i.e., the restriction that
permits one to define a unique probability statement for the events
d —1and diO.so that P in fact exists. A necessary and sufficient
condition for this to be so is that it23= 0,i.e., that the probability
of the event di1 is not a determinant of the event.. Equivalently, this
assumption can be written as the requirement that 1281 + 82 =0.This
condition is critical to the analysis and thus deserves some discussion.
The argumentsupporting this assumption is summarized inthe following
proposition.
Proposition. A necessary and sufficient condition for the model of equations
(la)—(lc) or (3a)—(3c) to be defined is that 1123 =0=
1281+
82.This
assumption is termed the Principle Assumption.
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Thus, only necessary conditions are discussed.
Denote the joint density of V2,d1 byt(V2idi)which is assumedto be a proper
densityin the sense that
E It(V21, di)dV2j =
1
dio,l—
Fromequations (3b) and (3c), the probability that >0given di1
am grateful to Peter Schmidt for correcting an important error
in the argument of this section in a previous draft.10
must be unity,sothat one maywrite,
P(V2i > — 1)—1
where the symbols and aredefined by
£ a_(7I +(T+11 ) i 1.i212i22 2
and
LI=Liii- I i 23











(4d) I t(v2, 0)dv2 —0.
I
Thesum, of •the left hand side terms of equations (4a)—(4d) equals the sum
of the right hand side terms .which should equal one if the probability of
the event di —1is meaningfully defined. If =0,this is the case.
But if 1123 'c 0, the sum of the left hand side terms falls short of one
whileif 1123>0,thissum exceeds one. Q.E.D. Notice that this argument
doesnot rely on the assumptionthatV21 is normally distributed but does11
rely on the assumption that has positive density at almost all points
on the real line.
An intuitive motivation for this condition is possible. Suppose
that one rewrites equations (la)—(lc) to exclude dii i.e., write





Note that is an unobserved latent variable. The random variable
isobserved andis defined by the following equation
, +d3 li'liil





= +'li —d181)y2+ U2.
InvokingthePrinciple Assumption, one reaches equations (la)—(lc) including
di. Thusthedummyshiftvariable diB1may beviewed asaveil that obscures
measurementof the latent variable But, as will be shown, the veil can
be removed, i.e., l can be estimated.
It is important to note that the principle assumption does not rule
outstructural shift in equations (la) and (ib). It simply restricts the
nature of the shift. However, the Principle AsSumption does exclude any12
structural shift in the reduced form equation that determines the probability
of a shift (equation (3b)).
(ii)Identification of Parameters: Indirect
Least Squares Estimators
Given the principle assumption, equation system (3a)—(3c) may be
written as
-
(5a) — + + + V1+(di —2i'l3
(5b) 1ii21+ 2i22 2i
(5c) dial 1Sf
di0 otherwise.
Estimation of equation (5b) is a problem in probit analysis. Subject to
the standard requirements for identification and existence of probit estimates





by using the reduced form probit fniction to estimate the conditional
probabilitiesof the events di =1and di =0.
To determine how to estimate the parameters of the equation (5a),
it is useful to write the conditional expectatiàn of 7jj given di, i and
i.e.,
(7) E(YjiIXii X2, di) = + X2ir12+ dun3 + E(ViuIdi X1, X2).
Utilizing a result familiar in thetheory of biserial correlation (see, e.g.,




c) where A —________
1—•(ci)
with c =— (xiTr+ X2ir2). where $ and •arethe density and distribution
function of a standard normal random variable and
- fl—c) A a_A iiflc)
If oneknew,or could estimate, E(Viildi, X11, X2), it could be
entered as a regressor in equation (7) andparameters i.v it13and
couldbe estimated by standard least squares methods. Since
the normalized parameters of equation <5b) are estimable, so isci and hence
A.A1 and E(V111d1, X11, X21). Elsewhere (Heckman, 1977) it s shown that
use of estimated values of A1 and Ai instead of actual values as regressors
in equation (7) leads, under general conditions, to consistent parameter
estimates of all the regression coefficients in that equation.
Given this result, all of the parameters of equation (7) are estimable.
Notein particular that the correlation between and =isalso
estimableeven though there are no direct observations on22 y. This
result is a familiar one in the theory of biserial correlation.1
Tosee how to estimatethe reduced form variance,w11,
note that
the general model, of which equation (7) is the conditional expectation, may
be written as
hiote that theuse of the estimated value of E(V1iJdj X11, X1) as a
regressor to estimate the parameters of the disturbance covariance structure
closely parallels Telser' s (1964) procedure of utilizing least squares
residualsfrom other equations in a system of equations to estimate the
parameters of the inter—equation covariance structure.14
(8) Y1jE(yiilXii,X2, di) + Ilj
where
E(nilXii, X2, d) 0
and










(See Johnson andKotz,1972, Vol. 4).
Since can be consistently estimated, süd since =
aconsistent estimate of ca is possible using the estimatedresiduals from
leaat.squaresestimates of equation (8).Denote the estimated residual for
observation1 by rj1. Then estimate from the foflowing formula:
aa I aIE+w2)2
(1 —Fd1q1 + (1 —
i=l i—i
where estimated values ofq andare used in place of actual values. This
estimate is consistent)
Given consistent estimators of reduced form coefficients, estimators
of the structural parameters are easily obtained. Since the coefficient of
equation (5b) can only be estimated up to an unknown constant of proportionality,
1Further, it is guaranteed to be positive. One canprove that the
second term on the right hand side must be positive.15
1/2it is not possible to estimate all of the coefficients of equations
(la) and (lb). Some of these coefficients can only be estimated up to an
unknown constant of proportionality.
From equation.(2), it is clear that if some exogenous variables
appear in equation (la) that do not appear in (ib) it is possible to
estimate y Take the th variable in X11, denoted X1,andits
associated estimable reduced form coefficients
it11
andw* .Assumethat
j zlj this variable isnot included in X2.Takingthe ratio of the estimate of








IfAItdenotesanestimateand where is the number of variables in
notcontained in X,adopting the harmless convention that thefirst
variablesinare such variables. Similarly, one may consisteutly
estimate if somevariables included in donot appear
inX1.Utilizing notation previously introduced,
l2 N1/2)v* 1a J A '1 99 '1'' 2
11*
22j
whereis the number of variables innot contained inand the
firstvariablesin are assumed not to be included in
In general, the model will be overidentif led ifit is identified
at all. The procedure for resolvingthe overidentification problem is
entirelyconventional and will be discussed below. Assume, for the moment,
that this problemcan be resolved. Given unique estimates of and16
one can exploit the information inequations(2) and (6) to estimate
Cl, a2(w22Y"2 aa,B2(0122)U2 a and
B1.
The only parameters that remain to be identified are the disturbance
covariance terms of the structurai. equations. Without further information,
it is not possible to estimate all of the parameters of the structural
equation covariance. matrix, just the normalized parameters c, t2
a (1*— -1
12 22'2222 22
To see this, note that








+(1 + y1y2)a12 + y1a22
0)12li2i 2
(l—y1y2)
w12E(ViiV2i) + (1 + 44°f2 + t12 (10) 1/2a 1/2 2 (1 —11
+2y2a2 +22 22 —E( wi?
(1 —yy)2
E(Vi)(y*)2+ 2(1)0t2 + !2 j/
(11) 1— —
2 22 (1—y1y)
Since nA areestimable parameters, and since consistent estimators
of the left hand side terms of equations (9) and (10) are available, these
'This final restriction was suggested to we by Professor L. Lee.17
equations, supplemented by equation (11) provide three linearequations in
the three unknowns
at2 Ingeneral, these equations can be solved
for unique estimators.
(iii) Maximum Likelihood Estimators
The preceding analysis not only yields criteria for theidentification
of structural coefficients but also producesconsistent estimators for
identified coefficients. These estimators are useful forproviding estimates
enrouteto deriving maximumlikelihood estimators, but they are not, in
general,efficient. The mnvlmum likelihood estimator that is discussed
nextisasymptotically efficient.
Thedensity function for the disturbancesV1, V2 isbivariate
normal.For notational simplicity normalizeV2 byl/2 anddefine
v2w"2. The joint density ofV1,V1 ish(Vii .12*i)Since diI
>0and di0 otherwise, the density of y1, di is givenby
idi





where c has previously been defined as
kil +
Usingequatioa (2), the density may be rewritten in terms of identified
structuralparameters.
1For a discussion ofthis rather unusual density see Appendix A.18
Assuming random sampling, the likelihood function for the hybrid
model with structural shift is
(13) —It f(1d) i—i
where I is sample size.Under conditions specified below, this function
possesses an optimum, and the maximum likelihood estimators have desirable
large sample properties. The identification procedure previously discussed
providesan algorithm for generating initial consistent estimators so that
one Newton step produces asymptotically efficient estimators. These initial
estimatorsare particularly valuable because likelihood function (13) is not
a globally concave function of the structural parameters.
Note that if —0,so that the reduced form disturbances V1 and
are independent, density h(V1i factors into a product of marginal










sothat regressionestimators of equation (5a) andprobitestimators of
equation (5b) are maximum likelihood estimators. In most practical problems
theassumption that =0is untenable.
Inaddition to the ordinary identification conditions previously
discussed, another condition is required in order for likelihood function
(13)to possess a well defined maximum with respect to its parameters. In
order to understand this condition, it is helpful to use conditional
normal theory to write density f(y1 di) as19
f&1. d1) —h1(y11
— — X211E12—din3)(t(ri)ldi(sc_ri)11_thi
where4' is the cumulative distribution of the univariate normal, and
1/2 c—p(V1w) r—1. LI. Li.
(1 —p2)1t2






Thisrepresentation of the density is both coinputationally and theoretically
convenient.
In asample of size I, classify the observations into two groups
depending on whether or not the dummy variabledi is one. Among the
observationswith di1, denote the smallest rbyriin., and the largest
by4Niax. Amongthe to(= I —1iobservations with di a0,denote the
largest ri by r{°lax,andthe smallest by r°2iin. Then, likelihood
function (13) possesses no interior optimum in a compact parameter set if
(14)4°iaxC r'iinor ifr°un> riiax
so that there is no overlap among the values of the ri classified by the
occurrence of the event.'
This condition arises in étandard probit analysis (see Nerlove and
Press, 1976). Tounderstandit,considerestimates of an ordinary probit
model. If any variableperfectly classifies the outcomes of a discrete
experiment,the coefficient ofthatvariable becomes unbounded and is not
similar condition arises in the conditional logit model. See
McFadden (1974, Appendix).20
identified.This phenomenon may arise in the current problem even if no
linear
exogenous variable (or/combination of exogenous variables) perfectly
classifies outcomes because of the presence of random variable in r.
There is a positive probability that condition (14) will be met and
maximum likelihood estimators will fail to exist. However, using standard
results in the theory of order statistics, it is trivial to establish that
the probability that condition (14) is met tends to zero if sample size
expandsby "fixed in repeated samples" sampling) Given their existence,
maximum likelihood estimators are consistent, asymptotically normal and
efficient.2
1Briefly consider the condition 4°iax <r{4in.Ifonedata
configuration (i.e., a choice of XL X2i) is considered and the number of







whereisrandom variableconditional on di1 whileis
random variable V11conditionalon di aoOne may write
Vj.'k1+fl11andV1, _ko+llzit.il•• i 1,...,
where
1i and fl1,are continuous independent random variables. The probability
that —n2> k0
—kis less than onefor any pair of observations from the
disjoint sets. Hence, in large.samples, condition 40)max c rniin occurs
with probability zero.
21t is a straightforward exercise to verify that LeCain's (1953)
generalization of the classical Cramer conditions applies to the model in the
text for suitably chosen values of the parameters. These conditions are local
in nature and imply the existence of some root of the likelihood equations
that is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed. Olsen (1977)
verifies the Lecam conditions for a model based on the one in the text. Olsen's
structural modelisthe reduced formofthe current model withtheexception
that 1113 is set at zero in his work. His proofs carry over to the moregeneral
case.
One point is not obvious,and isnot covered in Olsents work. Since
amodel with #0superficiallyresembles the model advanced by Memiya (1974)21
(iv) Sane Alternative Estimators
Since maximum likelihood estimation is computationally cumbersome,
it is useful to consider alternative estimators for the hybrid model. In
addition, the problem of the multiplicity of consistent estimators that
arises in an overidentified model remainstobe resolved. It.will be shown
that the fact that is never observed has important consequences that
cause the analysis in this paper to differ dramatically from conventional
simultaneous equation theory.
Consider equations (la)—(lc), rewritten below to facilitate the
exposition. Because it is assumed that is observed, it is replaced
by With this change, the equations become
to demonstrate the inconsistency of maximumlikelihoodestimators for the
parameters of a discontinuous density, it is worth verifying that the
expectation of the first partial of the log of the density of f(y11, di)
with respect to vanishes when the expectation is taken with respect to
the density evaluafed at the true parameter values.
Denote as the expectation taken with respect to the density of
and di when the true parameters are used in the density. LetV11 =
— — — din3.Then
—
h(V1, li)d91
a In f(y ,d) cc11i12w11l/2
E li J.=E i
a 0 —
13
1 h(Vv* )dV ii' 2i2i
i
Since
V h(Vii. V)d9dV1 V h(V1i V)dVdv1
p
1/2 —ccII —c(w11)




(la) y1 — +d131 + 1i +U1
(ib)y1 X2ia2 +d182 +y1r2 + U2
where dummyvariabledi is defined by
(lc)d1 —1 1ff Yi> 0
di
0otherwise,
andthePrinciple Assumption is invoked so that y2G1 + O•
Using the results of the previous analysis, it is possible to
estimate equations (la) and (ib) directly usingthereduced form coefficient
estimates to generate instruments. To see this, note that it is possible
to useequation(5b) to estimate the expectation of y*/42 conditional on
5.iand X2.
fly7* .2i22 11212i22
From the probit estimates of (5b) it is possible to estimate the
probability of the event di =1conditional on values of andX2
Replacingand diby their estimated expectations, equation (la) becomes
(la')'li =X11a1+ + (YiwY2h't
+U1+(d - +y*(y*wh/2 -2i°2
Least squares applied to equation (la') yields unique consistent estimators
ofc1, l and y.The proof is trivial andhence is omitted. Estimation of
this equation resolves the problem of the multiplicity of estimators that
arise from the application of indirect least squares discussed in Section (ii).
Precisely the same procedure may be used to estimate, the parameters
of equation (lb). There is one new point. The choice of a normalization23
rulein a simultaneous equation system is usually arbitrary. Here the
choice is important because Yj is never observed, although its expectation
can be estimated. In equations (la) and (lb), y1 is selected as the depen-
dent variable. Substituting estimated conditional means for endogenous
variables, equation (lb) may be written as
(ib')Y1j
— +Pi8 —(y*l"2))—
1 (U2w"2+ (di — — — —l/2))
It isstraightforward to prove that least sqmres estimators of equation (lb')
are consistent. -
Thereis one further problemJ Although the Principle Assumption
requires1281 +82
=0,this constraint is not imposed in the preceding
analysis.One way to impose the constraint is to estimate equation (la')
and use the fitted value of 82*112* (
—8)as a parameter in equation (lb').
A more satisfactory approach that is computationally more burdensome is
to impose the constraint directly in formulating joint leastsquares
estimators for equations (lat) and (1W).
-Itis tempting to use the residuals computed from the fitted equations
(la') and (lbt) to directly estimate the structural covariance terms
a11, at2
andq2.Adirect application of structural two stage least squares formulae
will not work precisely because y is never observed. If estimated values
of are used in place of actual values, theresiduals from (lc) and (lb)
willnotpermit identification of the structural covariances.
One method for circumventing this difficulty is to use the estimated
structural parameters to solve for the reduced form parameters
'!l'
li owe thispoint to Tom Macurdy.24
l2 andit13.
Theseestimates may be treated as knownparametersin
estimating equation (7). Hence it is possible to estimate and
and byuse of equations (9), (10) and (11) to obtain unique consistent
estimates of a11, a12 and022•
Whilethese estimators are simply computed, consistent, and freeof
thenonuniqueness problem that plagues indirect least squares estimators in
the overidentified case, they are not asymptotically efficient nor are their
asymptotic distributions simple. The standard formulae used for the computation
of large sample parameter variances is inappropriate. This is so because
is never directly observed and only an estimated value of this
variable is available.
To understand these difficulties, it is useful to discuss two
special cases that are of interest in practical empirical work. First
consider estimation of equation (la) when 0 so that no direct structural
shift is present in that equation. Then consider a case in which 0
so that no unobserved latent variable is present in equation (la). In both
cases consistent parameter estimates are available, as has been shown.
Consider the disturbance from equation (la') under the assumption
that =0.Denote the composite disturbance by U1
- —1/2 —1/2 U =U +/*(v*cu ) li li'1 2i 22 '2i°'22
The crucial feature of these residuals is that they are not independent
across observations nor are they identically distributed. Accordingly,
standard central limit theorems do not apply to regression coefficient
estimates of equation (la'). In particular, it is not the case that the




E X1y1w22 E (72iw22
isthe appropriate asymptotic variance—covariance matrix for the regression
coefficients.
The source of the problem comes in the final term in U11. Utilizing
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isan iid random variable. But the first two terms are not iid. Since
and are maximum likelihoodestimators, they possess asymptotic
normallimitingdistribution, andinlarge samples the first twoterms
converge in probability to zero. But their rate of convergence is not
fastenough.
In fact, regression estimates of equation (la') with 0 obey
the following relationship.
—
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Both terms on the right hand side converge to proper normal random variables.1
Accordingly1 the standard formula for the asymptotic variance—covariance matrix
isinapplicable. Although the correct asymptotic variance—covariance matrix
can be estimated, the computational burden of doing so is greater than direct.
optimization of the likelihood function.
Now turn to the second case. Consider the estimation of equation Cia')
for a case in which 0 so that no latent variable is present in equation (la).
The analysis of this case is thoroughly conventional.
The estimated reduced form probabilityP maybeused as an instru-
mental variable for di. Standard instrumental variable formulasmaybe
usedto estimate the appropriate asymptotic variance—covariance matrix of
thecoefficients.
The procedure to be usedisas. follows. maybeemployed as an
instrument for di in equation (la'), and consistent estimators of
a1 and 81
maybeproduced. Using actual values for di andtheestimated coefficients,
one mayestimatethe residuals for each observation which whensquared,
summed anddividedby I yield an estimator ofa11. The appropriate asymptotic
variancecovariance matrix for the regression coefficients
a1, B maybe
consistently estimated by the standard instrumental variable formula
E XiXh IX1d
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Note that since the residuals from the prediction of
di (di —F)
are not
guaranteed to be orthogonal to the X1 regressors, the instrumental variable
formula is not equivalent to the standard twostageleast squares formula, and
1Theproof is straightforward. See Heckman(1977a,Appendix A for a
more complete discussion).27
the instrumental variable estimator is not equivalent to the standard two
stage least squares estimator.1
Note further that if the sole purpose of the analysis is to estimate
equation (la), it is not necessary to estimate probit functions at all. It
is possible to generate an instrumental variable for di by estimating a
simple linear probability model with di as a dependent variable that contains
and some other xogenous variable
at least all of the variables in X11/as regressors.If these estimators are
utilized, the standard two stage least squares procedure applies and
predicted values of di may be utilized as regressors since in this case
the regression residuals from the prediction of di are constructed to be
orthogonal to the regressors. This result simply restates the well
known point that it is unnecessary to obtain consistent estimates of the
parameters of reduced form equations in order to consistently estimate
structural equations.
-
Sincethe linear probability procedure is the simplest one to use,
it is recommended. However, it is likely that the use of the probit
instrument results in more efficient estimates although no proof of this
assertion is offered.
The discussion of these two cases is illuminating. For both cases
simply computed consistent parameter estimates are available. In the first
case, with an unobserved random variable present, the estimators converge
to a normal distribution but the theoretically appropriate asymptotic
covariancematrix is cumbersome to compute. In this case it is suggested
that analysts utilize the consistentestimators discussed in this section
asstarting values for at least one Newton step towards the likelihood
optimumtoproduce estimators with desirable large sample properties.3 The
1SeeSant (1975).
follows directly from the analysis of Kelejian (1971).
copy of a computer program to produce both one step Newton iterates
and full information maximum likelihood estimates is available, on request,
from the author for the cost of duplication, postage and handling charges.28
second case requires only a simple application of conventional instrumental
variable estimator theory. For both cases and in the general case that
contains both special cases, full system maximum likelihood estimation will
produce asymptotically efficient estimates and is certainly recommended for
all but the special second case.
The hybrid model can be generalized in several ways. Two extensions
are particularly important. First, several dummy indicator variables can
be introduced into the model. Two types of multiple dummy shj.ft variables
can be introduced. The first type of dummy variable represents a poly—
tomization of a single latent variable and is appropriate for the case of
ordered dichotomous variables. The second type is for intrinsically
unordered case.1 These models, and obvious multivariate extensions, are
briefly discussed in Appendix B. Second, the random variable may be a
truncated variable. This case, which nests robin's model (1958) into a
simultaneous equation system, follows as a trivial extension of the previous
analysis and hence is not discussed here.
III. Multivariate Probit Models with Structural Shift
In this section maltivariate probit models are discussed. In these
models there are no observed latent variables so that the only information
available is that y 0 and 0. These models are superficially
different from those considered in the analysis of the hybrid model. Appear-
ances are deceiving. Both models are generated from underlying continuous
latent variables and the analysis of one model readily applies to the analysis
of the other.
Equations (la)—(lc) apply to this case as well. As before, di is
defined as the dichotomization of
l important reference for such models is Amemiya (1975).29
dial iff y>O
d1 =0otherwise
and define dummy variable a as the dichotomization of
(15) a1 1ff
0 otherwise.
The argument of Section II may be applied to this case.
As in the case of the hybrid model, the Principle Assumption
+
82
=0)is a requirement for a meaningful statistical modelto exist.
Accordingly, the argument of Section II (1) of this paper applies to the multivariate
probit model. The models of Ashford and Sowden (1970), Ameiniya (1975), and
Zellner and Lee (1965) satisfy this assumption since none of these papers
considers structural shift in the equations (i.e., they assume that=
82
=0).
The identification procedure in Section II (ii) must be modified
since no observations are available on y1.. The analysis of identification
of and 22 is as before. But the analysis of equation (5a) must be
modified. Two distinct cases are worth considering. First suppose that
it13
0so that there is no structural shift in the equations.
In this case, normalized parameters of equation (5a) may be estimated.






The correlation between V1. and V2 may also be estimated, even though both
y and are latent variables. This result is well known in the theory
of tetrachoric correlation (Kendall and Stuart, Vol. II, 1967). To establish
this result is is useful to recall that c is defined as
c1 =- (X1i11+
andthat b1 can be defined as
bi =— (X11it1+30



















where F(,) is a standarized bivariate normal cumulative distribution.1
Substituting consistent estimators of b andci in place of the true values,
these probabilities are solely a function ofp. the correlation coefficient.
The samplelikelihood function may bemaximized with respect to p to achieve
aconsistent estimator of that parameter. The appropriate likelihoodfunction
is
-i=l 1p01(i)]di(l-al) [r10(i)](l_di)ai(00(1)JUaiX1_dp
There arealternativeminimum chi square estimators and modified minimum
chi square estimators for this parameter discussed elsewhere(Amemiya (1975);
Eeckman (1976)). All of these estimators are consistent butnot efficient
since the information matrix for the reducedform coefficients is not block
diagonal in p.
Nextsuppose that #0so that there is structuralshift in
reduced form equation (5a). For thiscase, initial consistentestimators
arealso available. The conditional distribution ofai given di may be written as
1 bc
Thus, F(b1, c. p) —/fi
h(V. Vpd9dvt
where Vf =31
b [li(i)1aidj xo1(ai)(1—d1) [1'O1(JYJ (la)d VOO1 (la) (1—di) ro (aj di)[3,U)J[o.9J [P1,(i)j LPoJi?J
whereP0(i)F(o,c)and 21(i)1 —P0(i),and where bi is replaced





Since consistent estimators ofc are available, these may be inserted as
parameters in the appropriate conditional (on di) likelihood function, If
that function is maximized with respect to p, lTb,t2 and1T!lconsistent
estinators result. These estimators are not efficient since the full
system information matrix is not block diagonal with respect to these parameters.
This analysis establishes that it is possible to estimate all of the
normalized reduced form parameters: p, irk, w2, tr3,,r1andw2. Under
the identification hypothesis postulated in Section I, one can utilize
equation (2) to solve for normalized structural parameters
(17) = I et , y**=
y*iwiliZ
=c2íw2 q a y*1
Moreover, the argument presented in Section EI(ii) on the estimation of





Thiscompletes the analysis of parameter identification.32
Theanalysis of the full information maximumlikelihood estimators
isstraightforward andneednot be belabored. The likelihood function is
00 1P01(i)Iii [P10u)]di _a1) [P11(i)]aid i=l
The function nay be maximized with respect to theparameters listed in
equations (17) and (18). As in the hybrid model, in a finitesample there
issome probability that maximum likelihood estimators fail to exist butthis
probability becomes arbitrarily small as sample size becomesarbitrarily
large.The maximum likelihood estimators are consistent,asymptotically
normal and efficient.1
IV.The formulation of Simultaneous Equation Models
withDiscrete Endogenous Variables2
In this section, the models developed in thispaper are contrasted
with previous work on discrete models with jointlyendogenous variables by
Goodman(1970)and Nerlove and Press (1976). These models deal withpurely
discrete random variables. Accordingly, theappropriate comparison is one
between that work andthemodels of Section III although an important topic
tobe considered is the issue of generalizingpurely discrete models to
accommodate both discrete and continuous endogenous variables.
It is argued here that the log linear model of Goodman and Rerlove
and Press is an inadequate scheme for formulating the sbnu.ltaneousequation
model required in econometrics. This is so for tworeasons. First, the log
linear model is designed to simplify the estimation of conditionalprobabilities
1Thesame sort of existence conditions are required as those presented
in Section II. With probability one, maximum likelihood estimatorsexist in
large sample samples.
have greatly benefited from discussions with MarcNerloveon the
materialin this section.33
whereas the simultaneous equation mode], is intrinsically on unconditional
representation of random variables. Estimators of conditional probabilities
inthe log linear model have the same interpretation as direct least squares
estimatorsinclassical simultaneous equation theory which are also condi-
tional probabilitystatements. Both estimators confound true structural
parameterswith eleme.nts of the equation error covariance structure. Second,
the log linear model does not readily generalize to accommodate continuous
endogenous variables while the multivariate normal structure caneasily
be modified to do so, as has been shown.
To fix ideas, consider a log linear model for a two equation system
comparable to the model of Section III. Nerlove and Press (1976, p. 51)
explicitly consider a log linear model for this case. Altering their
notationto conform with the notation of Section III and suppressing
subscript i, the log linear analogue of equations (16a)—(l6d) is
Zn Prob (a =0Ad—0)ZnP00
=








+a1— B + i
ZnProb (a —1Ad1) =ZnP11—a0
—+B + p
where p—Zn [exp(a0 ÷ a1 + $)+exp(a0 —a1
—) +exp(—a0 + a1 —8)+
exp(—a0 —a1÷ $)]anda0, a1 andmay be paraineterized as functions of
exogenousvariables.
The marginal probability of the event a 0 in the log linear model is
exp(a0+ a1 + 8) + exp(a0 —
a1
—8)
(19) Prob(a —0) exp(— p)
This expression is to be compared with the corresponding probability given
in Section III for the normal model with structural shift34





Recall that F is a function of correlation parameter p.





Withp0, the normal model becomes a probit model with structural
shift
Prob(a 0) E [(b —,rt3d)ID(_c)]d(,(b)G(c)]l_d
d=0 ,1
where •(t) is the standard univariate cumulative density (F(°o,.t)).
Finally, note that if there is no structural shift (itt3= 0),as well as
nocovariance (p0)
Prob(a =0)(b)
sothat a simple probit model arises.
Further note that in the log linear model, the conditional probability
that a —0given d may be written as
(21) Prob (aOjd)÷ ezao e2
—23(l—d))
The simplicity of this representation is the basis for the popularity of the






Note that a0 and b, a1 and c play similar roles in the model in which they
appear. The important point to note, however, is that B and p and irplay
similar roles. In the normal model the probability that a0 given d
depeüds on d for twoconceptuallydistinct reasons: one related to the
true structure of the model Or!30) and the other due to covariance in
latent errors (p #0).In the log linear model, these effects are
indistinguishable. Thusthelog linear parameter of association, B,
corresponds to two distinct parameters in the normal model p andiT!3.
Aslong asone only seeks to estimate empirical relationshipsamong
endogenous variables, this issue may be ignored. Suppose, however, that
one seeks to utilize fitted econometric relationshipsto answer policy
questions. Then, as liaavelnio (1944) has stressed, it is important to
identify structural parameters. A simple example will fix ideas.
Leta1 if a family has a child and let a =0if it does not.
Let d =1if the family uses birth control and d =0otherwise. It may
happen that because of unmeasured taste and knowledge factors, families
more likely to contracept are more likely not to havea child. Thiseffect
would be captured in a normal model by setting values of the parameter
p c 0. There is,. however, a second effect. For obvious structural reasons
families on birth control will have fewer children (iT!3< 0in the normal
model). For either reason<0inthe log linearmodel.
Suppose that the government forces all families to contracept, say
through a sterilization program.The normal model would permit identification
ofthe effect of this policy shift through use of irs. Thus the predicted
change in the probability of a couple having no children as a result of the
policy would be derived from equation (20) as36
AP(a 0) 1 [F(b — , —c)]d(F(b — ,
d=O,l
13 13
d 1/ —Z[F(b —dirt3,
—c)][F(b —dnt3,c)]l_d
d= 0,1
Notice that if =0,there would be no effect predicted for the policy,
whether or not p 0.
The estimate of the policy effect from the log linear model would
be given by subtracting the conditional probability thata =0given d =1
(given in equation (21)) from the marginal probability (given inequation
(19)),
=Prob(a =Old=1)—Prob(a 0).
Since it is not possible to disentangle purely statistical associationfrom
purely causal association in the log linear model, it is not possible to
identify meaningful structural parameters interpretable within the classical
simultaneous equation framework. If one were to follow Ameniiya's(1975)
suggestionanduse thelog linear model to approximate a multivariate
normalmodel, misleading predictions of policy effects might occur. Indeed,
irb0, but p < 0 in thenormal model, the log linear model would predict
an effect of the program (B <0)even when none in fact would occur. Conversely,
if 't3>0 andp <0,estimated independence of events in the log linear
model (B0) would lead to incorrect forecasts of policy effects. Mote,
however, that if dummy variables are defined S indicators of latent variables
that cross thresholds, and not as structural shiftparameters (7r!3 =0),
Amemiya's suggestion is appropriate, and the log linear modelmay be used to
approximate a multivariate normal, model. The parameters Bandpthen play
'The difference betweenthe first term and the second term is that d
is set to one inside the brackets signifying thateveryone in the population is forced to use birth control. -37
the same role in their respective models.
A second, more minor point, concerns the computational intractability
of the multivariate logistic model when both continuous and discrete
endogenous variables are present. The reader is invited to differentiate
function
the cumulative distribution/of the multivariate distribution to confirm
this point.1 Further, as Amemiya (1975) has noted the multivariate logistic
distributionarbitrarily fixes the correlation structureamong the random
variables,a highly unattractive feature.2 For both reasons, the log linear
structure does not generalize to accommodate continuous anddiscrete




1 + E exP(Yi)
i=l
2Note, however, thatitis misleading to think that the cumulative
logistic distribution introduced in the previous footnote playsthe same
role inthe log linear model as the multivariate normal plays in the models
ofSections II and III of this paper. In the multivariate case, the log
linear probabilities are not dichotomizations of underlying continuous latent
logisticrandom variables. Thus, the transition from the log linear model
to the multivariate normal model involves more than a convenient choice of
a joint distribution for the latent variables introduced in Section I of this
paper. Moreover, if one were to alter the log linear model to incorporate
a structural shift term in a that would play the sameroleas parameter
ITt3 in the normal model,tha term would not be identified. This result is
simply a restatement of the argument in the text.38
Summary
This paper develops a class of econometric models for simultaneous
equation systenswith dummy endogenous variables. These models are based on
the pioneering work of Pearson (1900) on dichotomized variables. The general
modelpresented here includes simultaneous probit andordinary simultaneous
equationmodels as special cases. Dummyendogenous variables are introduced
in two conceptually distinct roles: (1) as proxy variables for unmeasured
latent variables crossing thresholds, as in the classical quantal response
model (Amemiya, 1975) and (2) as direct shifters of structural behavioral
equationsformulated in termsoflatent variables. This distinction is
shown to be quite important in the formulation andinterpretationof the
econometric models developed here. Maximum likelihood andalternative
estinators arediscussed.Conditions for the existence of a meaningful
statistical modelare derived.
The models presented here have already been put to practical use
(see Edwards (1975) and Heckman (1975, 1977)). They are computationally
tractableandinthe applications cited have led to newinterpretations
of old evidence.
The models formulated here are compared with alternative models by
Goodman(1970)and Nerlove andPress(1976). It is shown that the log linear
model does not provide a natural framework for formulating the simultaneous
equationmodel of econometricswhereas the models presented in this paper do.APPENDIX A
DERIVATIONOF THE DENSITY di)
In this appendix, there is a brief discussion of the derivation of
density f(1 di) that is used in the text. This discussion is useful
because random variables that are the sum of underlying continuous and
discrete random variables are unfamiliar in econometrics. The joint
density of V1, V1 (= isgiven by h(Vii V1), a bivariate




wherec =—(X11w1 + X2i ,r22L












X2f12for Z (noting that theJacobian is


























Nultivariateextensions of the models of Sections II and III in
the text are presented in this appendix. Let be a row vector of G
jointly endogenous latent random variables, some of which may be observed.
Let r be a C xG nonsingular matrix with unit diagonal elements. X is a
lxK row vector of bounded exogenous variables. A is a ICxG coefficient
matrixfor the exogenous variables. Td1Uisa 1 xc vector of dummy
variables(C c C). Only C1(c C) of these dummy variables act as shifters
ofthe structural equations. Associated with the C1 shift dummy variables
is a C1xG coefficient matrix B. U1 is a lxG vector of disturbances for
observation i, I =1,..., I.






U is assumed to be a multivariate normal random vector. Z is positive
definite. For notational convenience, suppose that the first C latent
variables activate theC dummy variables
-
4142
d=11ff Y. >0 ii iJ—
0otherwise,j=1, - ..
andthat the first C continuous variables in are unobserved while the
remaining C—C variables are observed.1 Finally, note thatC>
C1,and
assume thatthefirst C1 latent variables generate the C1 shift dummies.




Itis convenient to work with reduced form variance normalized versions





D displays the population standard deviation for each element of V. Par-





1Notethat case 2 in Part I of the text is excluded by the assump-
tion that C1 c C and that only unobserved latent variables generate struc-
tural shift. The model can readily be generalized to include this case.43
where Dc is a C XC submatrix of the first C diagonal elements of D, and
is a (G—C) x (G—C)identity matrix.
Postmultiplyequation (B—2) by to reach
(B—3)
xi,T*+ +
E((V)' v) Q* =(D*)2(D*).
This operation normalizes the first Csemi—reducedform equations to have
a unit variance disturbance, on obvious generalization of the procedure
utilized in Section II in the text. Note that
=,r(It),i=
Inthe notation of this appendix, the Principle kssumption in the
textrequires thatthe first C1 rows ofthe first C1 columnsof 0should
vanish.Thus the Principle Assumption in this model becomes
=0i, j=1, ., C1.
Assumingthat the reduced form model is of full rank, the coef-
ficients in the first C1 columns of ir may be estimated by applying
probit analysis to each equation. If C > C1,the coefficients in the next
C—C1columns of wS and ii may be estimated by applying the methods of
Section III to each equation. AssumingC >C, the coefficients of the
finalG—C columns of ir and ff* may be consistently estimated by applying
themethods of Section II to each equation. Precisely the same type of
argument offered in Section II establishes thatallelements of are
estimable.
Now consider the estimation of structural coefficients. Assume44
that through exclusion restrictions all nonzerocoefficients in equation
(3—1) could be identified if were observable.1 Clearly, in the trans-
itionto equation system (B—i) with some continuous variablesunobserved,
the same regression coefficients that can be identifiedin the previous
case can be identified in the current model if they aresuitably re—
normalized. To obtain the required normalization, rewriteequation (3—1)
in terms of normalized latent variables
(3-1) Y(D*y- D*r+ X1A+diE
=U.
For the normalization implicit in the choice of r, it is naturalto post—
multiply this equation by to reach
(3—1') (Y(D*))(D*r(D*)) +XA(D') +diB(D*)' =Ui(D.*)_l.
Clearly,then, one can identify the following parameters:
(3—4) o*r(D*)JA* =A(D*)13* =B(D*)l.
Finally,it is clear that one can identify the followingparameters of
the structural covariance terms
(B—5) =(D*)lE (D*)'.
This completes the analysis of parameter identification.
The likelihood function for the model may be generated from the
density for random variables di and 4where is the 1 X (C-C) subvector
of Y cortespondthg to the observed continuous variables. That density is
defined next. Let be defined as
1The restriction to exclusion restrictions isoverly stringent.
Identification through use of covariance restrictions is also permitted
so long as such restrictions can be imposed on45
X1y' +dilr*.
Partition into and i.e.,i Thenthe
density for di 4,g(d4)isgiven by
£ & * g(d
=
F2OPic*[2di_ O
— * [2—U[2ç —U')
where* denotesa Hademard product, 'isa lxc vector of "l's," and 2 is the
number "2". F2 is the derivative of the cumulative distribution for the
multivariatenormal with respect to the final C—C elements of
U =U(DsYl,i.e.,
Ui1
Z*) cL IIzI exp_l/2(Ut(Z*)Ut')dUtc
whereU =(Uc,U_c).
The sample likelihood function is
Itg(d1,Y) i=l
whichis to be maximized with respect to the terms in equations (B—4) and
(B—5). Asinthe text, the identification analysis produces initial con-
sistent estimatorsto use as starting values.
-Inlarge samples, maximum
likelihood estimators exist, and are consistent and asymptotically
efficient.
One final multivariate extension is worth noting. The models
developedthus far are for unordered dichotomous variables. In some cases,
dummy endogenous variables maybe naturally ordered. For example, in an
analysisof the effects of legislation on the income of blacks, one might
distinguish existing laws by their "strength" and a natural ordering would46
exist.Onesimpleway to generate such ordered dichotomies is to polytomize
a single latent continuous random variable. Thus, each element ofd. say
d1 might be replaced by a vector of dummy variables, with a typical
element defined as ic
d{? =1.iff
0 otherwise, j =1, .., 3,
where the categories are mutually exclusive, and the $,j1, I are
a set of estimable constants (fixing$ =and =-°°).
Eachofthe C dummyvariablesmaybepolytomized in this fashion)
1This procedure forgenerating ordered dichotomous variables is
discussed in iire specialized cases by Johnson (1972) and Amemiya (1975).REFERENCES
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